Sweden and Japan – 150 years of collaboration and friendship

The year 2018 marked a significant milestone in the relationship between Sweden and Japan, as it coincided with the 150th anniversary of diplomatic relations between the two nations. This joint celebration honored not only the enduring friendship and cooperation but also the substantial economic and cultural interactions that have characterized their relationship over the past century and a half.

Sweden and Japan have enjoyed a long-standing partnership, which has been strengthened by various aspects such as trade, investment, and cultural exchanges. The Swedish government, under the leadership of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, and the Japanese government, under the leadership of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, have taken measures to commemorate this significant anniversary. These initiatives have included various cultural events, business meetings, and official visits aimed at promoting further collaboration and understanding.

In the past, Sweden and Japan have been active collaborators in international trade and economic activities. In 2018, the Swedish government hosted a major business delegation from Japan, including top officials and leaders from various sectors. This delegation was led by the Prime Minister of Japan, Shinzo Abe, accompanied by his wife, Akie Abe. Their visit was part of an official visit by the King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia of Sweden to Japan, arranged to celebrate the 150 years of diplomatic relations between the two countries.

During this significant period, Sweden and Japan have continued to strengthen their ties in various domains, including trade, technology, and culture. The Swedish government has initiated various initiatives to further the development of economic collaborations, particularly in the areas of renewable energy, automotive technology, and digital innovations. These efforts have been complemented by similar initiatives from the Japanese government, reflecting the mutual commitment to fostering a vibrant and dynamic relationship.

In conclusion, the 150th anniversary of diplomatic relations between Sweden and Japan serves as a testament to the strength of their partnership and the potential for further development in the years to come. As both nations continue to evolve and adapt to the challenges of the 21st century, their shared commitment to collaboration and innovation will undoubtedly contribute to the advancement of global knowledge and prosperity.
Yaskawa — showing commitment to their earliest foreign partners

For centuries, wood has been in the DNA of many small and large Japanese companies and institutions. Today, quality timber has been found as far away as Sweden and Europe. The Swedish timber industry is huge, and has greatly contributed to the development of our partnerships with Yaskawa. Today, we want to show our commitment to the automotive industry and strengthen our ties with the Swedish market. After just months after Korea, the new venture with Japan will strengthen Yaskawa’s position in the automotive industry.

Japan — a successful niche for Acetimber AB

The Japanese Association in Stockholm promotes the close cooperation between Sweden and Japan, strengthening the ties between its members and the Japanese community in Sweden. www.japanassochalm.se

The Swedish timber industry

Japan and Sweden have a long history of cooperation, including the automotive industry. Yaskawa has been a long-time partner of Acetimber AB. Today, we want to show our commitment to the automotive industry and strengthen our ties with the Swedish market. After just months after Korea, the new venture with Japan will strengthen Yaskawa’s position in the automotive industry.

Japan and Sweden — a long and successful relationship

The Swedish timber industry and Japan have a long and successful relationship. Both countries have a strong history of cooperation, including the automotive industry. Yaskawa has been a long-time partner of Acetimber AB. Today, we want to show our commitment to the automotive industry and strengthen our ties with the Swedish market. After just months after Korea, the new venture with Japan will strengthen Yaskawa’s position in the automotive industry.

Suzuki Garphyttan — innovating wires for key global industries

Today, quality timber has been found as far away as Sweden and Europe. The Swedish timber industry is huge, and has greatly contributed to the development of our partnerships with Yaskawa. Today, we want to show our commitment to the automotive industry and strengthen our ties with the Swedish market. After just months after Korea, the new venture with Japan will strengthen Yaskawa’s position in the automotive industry.

The automotive industry

The automotive industry and Japan have a long and successful relationship. Both countries have a strong history of cooperation, including the automotive industry. Yaskawa has been a long-time partner of Acetimber AB. Today, we want to show our commitment to the automotive industry and strengthen our ties with the Swedish market. After just months after Korea, the new venture with Japan will strengthen Yaskawa’s position in the automotive industry.
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